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I. Introduction
There are two types of monetary aggregate indexes, simple sum index used
by central banks and Divisia aggregate index (Barnett 1980). The question is
what can we know from different monetary indexes? To answer this question,
we have to address to a series of fundamental issue in business cycle theory
and monetary policy: What is the nature of market dynamics? The market
fluctuations are inherently stable or unstable? How to understand the cause of
market crash or financial crisis? How to conduct monetary policy based on
observation from monetary indexes?
There are three conflicting schools in business cycle theory. The
equilibrium school of efficient market believes that business cycles are
exogenous process driven by random shocks (Frisch 1933, Friedman 1969).
The disequilibrium school focuses on the fragile features of market
fluctuations, such as Levy distribution (Mandelbrot 1963), power law (Gabaix
et al 2003), and Black swan (Taleb 2010) in financial data. The
self-organization school of viable market (Chen 2010) can be characterized by
biological clock (Schumpeter 1939) and spontaneous order (Hayek 1969). A
viable market can be seen from persistent cycles in nonlinear non-equilibrium
dynamics, such as color chaos and the birth-death process (Chen 1996a, 2002).
The parametric approach in econometrics is hard to distinguish the three
competing schools of economic thoughts, since economic time series are
non-stationary in nature. We analyzing economic time series by nonlinear
approaches developed in physics.
In 1985-1988, we apply nonlinear dynamics in analyzing economic time
series. We discovered empirical and theoretical evidence of economic chaos
from monetary indexes M2, DDM2, DDM3, DML, and DSM2 (Barnett and
Chen 1988, Chen 1988). The existence of monetary chaos revealed
endogenous mechanism in monetary dynamics. In 1994-1996, we apply
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time-frequency analysis in directly observing the time-path of frequency
pattern from non-stationary economic indexes. We observed stable frequency
varying with narrow frequency band that could be explained by color chaos in
continuous-time (Chen 1996a, 1996b). After 2008 financial crisis, we studied
market instability by the birth-death process and high moment analysis of
financial time series. We found regime change and critical point during
financial crisis (Tang and Chen 2014, 2015). Here, we re-exam monetary
indexes by time-frequency (TF) analysis after financial crisis.
The time-frequency (TF) analysis could directly display the frequency path
in time-frequency space through 2D and 3D representation of TF distribution
from non-stationary time series (Qian and Chen 1996). We first apply the HP
filter to separate a growing fluctuating time series into a smooth trend series
and a fluctuating cycle series around the trend, so that we can compare the
observed frequency pattern of cycle series with business cycle theory (Hodrick
and Prescott 1981, 1997). We found out that MB (monetary base) did reveal
the short-term effect of monetary policy during crisis period (2007-2015).
However, other indexes, including M2, MZM from Fed, and DM3, DM4T,
DM4T- from CFS (Center for Financial Stability), all of them show remarkable
resilience of frequency pattern in time path. Its economic implication needs
further study in economic theory and monetary policy.
In the following sections, we give main results of TF analysis of simple
sum and Divisia indexes.

II. The Time-Frequency (TF) Analysis of HP Filtered Cycle Series of
Simple Sum Monetary Indexes
In this section, we apply TF analysis to study simple sum monetary indexes.
We found out that both M2 and MZM index had stable frequency path while
MB had uneven path during crisis period.

(2.1) Typical Features of TF analysis in the Case of M2 Series
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Let’s start with M2 monetary index to show main technique and
corresponding results by means of TF analysis.
We first apply the HP filter to separate the logarithmic M2 time series into
trend (the upper plot) and cycle (the lower plot) series in Fig.1a. The data is
monthly series from Federal Reserve Bank in St. Louis (1967-2017). Its TF
distribution of cycle series is shown in 2D representation in Fig. 1b. and 3D
representation (the lower plot) in Fig.1c.

Fig. 1a. Logarithmic M2 monthly series are separated by the HP filter
into a smooth trend (the upper plot) and an oscillating cycle (the lower
plot) series. Here, =14400 for monthly data. Data source is Federal
Reserve Bank in St. Louis.
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Fig. 1b. The 2D representation of TF distribution from M2 cycle series.
There is a clear frequency time path in the low frequency domain (close to
the bottom line).

Fig. 1c. The 3D representation of TF distribution of M2 cycle series. Its
time X-axis is pointed to the right, its frequency Y-axis is pointed to the
left. Its intensity Z-axis is pointed to the top. An uneven distribution is
parallel to the time axis.

From Fig. 1c, there is a narrow cyclic band parallel to time axis. Its vertical
amplitude is erratic. These are typical features of persistent cycles with erratic
amplitude and narrow frequency band, which can be called “biological clock”
and described by “color chaos” in continuous time (Chen 1996a).
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Based on 3D distribution in Fig. 1c, we can trace the time path of the peak
TF distribution that is shown in Fig. 1d.

Fig. 1d. The time path of the peak period of M2 cycle series.

The peak period varies between 1 and 10 years with average about 4 years,
which is in the same order of NBER business cycles.
We introduce a new measure of RD (relative deviation), which is the ratio
of the standard deviation of the cycle series to the mean value of the trend
series within a moving time window (Chen 2009). RD is an indicator of market
variability (MV). Its unit is percentage (%).
The time path of RD from M2 series is shown in Fig. 1d. We can see that
RD changed slowly over time, which was stable even during the crisis period
(2007-2015). RD is a good indicator of market resilience.
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Fig.1e. Market Variability MV measured by the relative deviation RD
of M2 cycle series. It shows remarkable stability over time including
crisis period (2007-2015)。

(2.2) TF analysis of MZM index
We apply the above techniques to analyze another simple sum MZM index
from Fed. Its results are shown in Fig. 2. All the TF representation plots from
MZM series show similar features of resilient frequency in time path.

Fig. 2a. The trend and cycle series of MZM index series.
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Fig. 2b. The TF distribution of MZM cycle series.

Fig. 2c. The time path of peak TF distribution of MZM cycle series.
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Fig.2d. Market Variability measured by RD of MZM cycle series.

(2.3) Uneven Features of MB (Money Base) Series
In contrast, the uneven features of MB (Money Base) series are shown in
Fig. 3. The dramatic rise of amplitude occurred during crisis period (Fig.3a).
No stable time path of periodic cycles can be seen from Fig.3b.
Interestingly, Fig.3c shows two sharp peaks at 1991 (after 1987 market
crash) and 2003 (before 2008 financial crisis). Its implication in monetary
history is worth further study.
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Fig.3a. The trend and cycle series of MB (Money Base) monthly series
(1967-2017). Large changes occurred during crisis period (2007-2015).

Fig.3b. The TF distribution of MB cycle series. No stable time path of periodic
cycles can be seen.
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Fig. 3c. The time path of Peak Period of MB cycle series. Two sharp peaks
appear at 1991 (after 1987 market crash) and 2003 (before 2008 financial
crisis).

III. Smooth Time Path of Frequency Band from TF Analysis of Divisia
Indexes
In comparison with simple sum monetary index from Federal Reserve
Bank, three Divisia indexes, DM4T, DM4T-, and DM3 from CFS (Center for
Financial Stability), all show smooth picture of TF representation with narrow
frequency (period) band over time, even during the crisis period (2007-2015).
They show a consistent feature of stable frequency path and market resilience
during crisis. Among them, time path of frequency and RD for DM3 and
DM4T- index was smoother than DM4T index.

(3.1) TF Analysis of DM4T Index Series
The main results of TF analysis of DM4T (including Treasury Bill) index
are shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig.4a. The trend and cycle series of DM4T (including T-bill) monthly
series (1967-2017). The data source is CFS (Center for Financial Stability).

Fig. 4b. The 3D representation of TF distribution of DM4T cycle series. High
peak appears near crisis period (2007-2015).
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Fig. 4c. The time path of peak period of DM4T cycle series. The peak period
varies between 1 and 10 years with average about 4 years.

Fig. 4d. The market variability RD of DM4T cycle series. Its stability over time
is a good indicator of market resilience.

(3.2) TF Analysis of DM4T- (Excluding T-Bill) Series
Similar results from DM4T- (excluding T-bill) series are shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig.5a. The trend and cycle series of DM4T- (excluding T-bill) monthly series.

Fig.5b. The 2D representation of TF distribution of TM4T- cycle series.
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Fig. 5c. The time path of main period of TM4T- (excluding T-bill) cycle
series obtained by TF analysis.

Fig. 5d. Time path of RD of TM4T- Series.

(3.3) TF Analysis of DM3 Index Series
TF analysis of DM3 index series is shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6a. Trend and cycle Series of DM3 index.

Fig. 6b. The 2D representation of TF distribution of DM3 cycle series.
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Fig. 6c. The 3D representation of TF distribution of DM3 cycle series.

Fig. 6c. The TF distribution of DM3 cycle series by TF analysis.

Fig. 6d. The time path of Peak Period of DM3 cycle series.
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Fig. 6e. The time path of RD of DM3 series.

IV. Noisy Feature of FD Series
From previous study, we found out the First Differencing (FD) filter in
econometrics only produce noisy series with no information in frequency
domain on business cycles (Chen 1996b). We apply TF analysis to M2 series to
demonstrate its noisy picture.

Fig. 7a. The original data and FD series of M2 series. The FD series look like
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random noise, which is the typical feature of the FD filter in econometrics.

Fig. 7b. The TF distribution of M2 FD series. There are more wavelike
movements in the high frequency domain. It shows that the FD series
had more noisy information than the HP cycle series.

V. Conclusion
The time-frequency (TF) time series analysis reveals remarkable feature of
resilient frequency pattern in time path from HP cycle series of monetary
indexes. We found out these monetary indexes may have different roles in
study monetary policy, especially during the crisis period (2007-2015).
The MB (money base) index is useful in demonstrating the dramatic impact
of monetary policy during the crisis period by dramatic rise of 3D TF
distributions.
Other monetary indexes, including M2, MZM, DM3, DM4T, DM4T-, all
show typical feature of “biological clock” with narrow frequency (period) band
but erratic amplitude in time path. Their peak periods vary between 1 and 10
years with average period near 4 years, which is consistent with NBER
business cycle record. Their time path of market variance RD is very stable
through crisis period. These empirical observations support our previous work
on economic chaos and persistent cycles that can be understood by
Schumpeter’s concept of “biological clock” and Hayek’s idea of “spontaneous
order”. Monitoring frequency pattern rather than amplitude change from
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financial indicators is more useful in conducting macro policy (Chen 2016).
In 1985-1988, we discovered empirical and theoretical evidence of
economic chaos from monetary indexes M2, DDM2, DDM3, DML, and DSM2
(Barnett and Chen 1988, Chen 1988) and persistent cycles from macro and
finance indicators (Chen 1996b). Near thirty years later, we confirm our
previous results from new time series of M2, MZM, DM3, TM4T-, and TM4T
index. Our discovery of frequency resilience from monetary indexes is still
valid during the 2008 financial crisis. Our findings provide strong evidence for
self-organization school of biological clock and spontaneous order that is
characterized by resilient frequency path with erratic fluctuations.
Our results demonstrate that the TF analysis is more useful than parametric
econometrics in analyzing non-stationary time series with structural change
during financial crisis.
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